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Monday.. Numerous
showers and thunderstorms
this morning... Partly to
mostly cloudy with scattered
showers and thunderstorms
this afternoon. Highs in the
lower COs.
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Team Land °takes pro Keith Williams of Conway, Ark., caught a final-round total 0( 10
bass weighing 42 pounds even to win $125,000 in the FLW Tour event presented by
Pringles on Kentucky/Barkley lakes. See today's Sports Section for more FLW coverage.

•See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. Steve Besbear is wileditlea to address s joint cession
of the Kentnclry
neral
Assembly Motnay .411t.
Kentucky law:miters in the
House and Senate are expected to return to the Capitol on
Monday and begin their work
officially at noon. The governor is expected the address
lawmakers during a 7 p.m.
EDT speech that Kentucky
Educational Television is

planning to broadcast live.
Beshear has ordered the legislature into a special session
to deal with an estimated $1
billion budget shortfall and
video slot machines at horse
racing tracks to help the
industry. Beshear also wants
the legislature to consider a
package of economic development tax breaks and a plan
dealing with construction of
bridges
new
between
Kentucky and Indiana.

case of an accident and quickly
extinguished flames after the
gas tank on one vehicle ruptured
a little after 7 p.m. Hicks said
the driver was taken to the hospital for possible burns.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital spokeswoman Melony
Bray said the driver, Brittany

•See Page 2
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New Concord fatality reported
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Staff Report
The owner of Vitello's died in
an
automobile
accident
Saturday night in the New
Concord area.
According to a press release
from Kentucky State Police,
Ivaylo L. Bozhilov, 31, of
Murray, was driving north at

JLIJ

approximately
6:30
p.m.
Saturday in a 2006 Mercedes
Benz on State Route 121 South
at a high rate of speed when he
hit a curve just north of State
Route 444. The vehicle trav.LIcd
off the
side ot the road

Photo by Terry taus,
Firefighters from the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad spent Saturday sifting through the.
remains of a house on Lakeshore Circle that burned Friday night.
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CCFR Squad responds
to several fires Friday
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad members extinguished a
vehicle fire Friday night at the
county fair's demolition derby
before being called to the
Boatwright community
by
Kentucky Lake for a house fire.
CCFR Chief Earl Hicks said
firefighters were at the derby in
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The person
hired will be
paid a stipend
of $950 per
month
for
working
approximately,
38.75 hourt
per week ..;-•
about $11,44'
Meow
for the one3
year term of„,
service. They may also receivts:
up to $4,725 in educational"
scholarships along with paid
health and dental insurance and
free training.
The three-core disaster capacity building activities are shelter
partnership building, disaster
volunteer recruitment and retention. community disaster education, on-site community presentations. outreach meetings and
an occasional evening and
weekend service may be necessary
Resumes are due by Friday,
June 19 and may his: emailed to
Wilson at jwilson@callowaycoredcross.org
Wilson said the chapter's
human resources staff will
begin interviewing prospective
candidate the week of June 22.

Gov. Beshear to address
legislature on special session

WEATHER
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Red Cross
help needed
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The
C'alloway
County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross will make the most of a
new AmeriCorps grant to hire
more help in preparing emergency relief efforts.
Calloway Director Jennifer
Wilson said the chapter is in
need of a disaster preparedness
representative that will work
with the local agency to get the
county better ready for whatever occurs.
The Louisville Area Chapter
of the Red Cross, Calloway
County chapter's regional oversight authority, recently secured
an AmenCorps grant through
the
federal
government's
Recovery Investment Act which
would provide full-time volunteer support with paid living
stipend, basic health and dental
insurance benefits and education award upon completion of a
year of service in disaster
capacity-building activities.
Requirements for the job
include being an energetic person that has excellent written,
verbal and public speaking
skills and is skilled in community organizational techninues
with basic computer knowledge.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway
County
businesses that may have been
damaged during the drought of
2(X)8 have until July Ito meet a
filing deadline through the US.
Small Business Administration.
Those suffering damage from
the drought in Calloway, Bell,
Clinton,
Fulton,
Graves,
Hickman, McCreary, Wayne
and Whitley counties in
Kentucky must file soon.
'These counties are eligible
because they are contiguous to
one or more primary counties in
Tennessee. The SBA recognizes
that disasters do not usually
stop at county or state lines. For
that reason, counties adjacent to
primary counties named in the
declaration are included," said
Frank Skaggs, director of SB A's
Field Operations Center East.
Under the federal declaration
issued for drought beginning
Jan. 1, 2008, the SBA's
Economic Injury Disaster Loan
Program is available to farm related and non-farm related
small business concern in
Calloway and other counties in
western Kentucky. It is also
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FLW FUN: The FLW Family Fun Zone, above, was open at the Regional Special
Events
Center Saturday and Sunday, attracting a large crowd. From fishing demonstrations
to a
climbing tower, there were a lot of activities available. Below, McKenzie Elkins, 6,
holds up a
fish she just caught with her sister. Morgan, 5, who is reaching out to touch it.
Morgan and
McKenzie were at the indoor fishing pond Saturday at the FLW Family Fun Zone with their
parents, Eric and Kim.
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Shining Stars Day Care
Apple Tree School
Kidztown Academy
Little Laker Harbour
The Village Daycare Center [IC
Wee Care Child Development Ctr.
Wee Care Too
Ikids @ MCCH Child Development Ctr.
Murray Early Headstart
Ruby Simpson Child Development Cfr,
WiPis Early Childhood Ctr.
MMS Kid's Company

New training •CCFR Squad responds ...
center eyed From Front
for vacant
business
HICKORY, Ky. (API — A
new educational training center
will be opened in an area of
western Kentucky hard-hit by
Job losses.
West Kentucky Community
& Technical College plans to
place the skilled-craft training
center in the former Twin Hills
Collectables building on U.S.
45. Plans call for it to open in
the fall.
College President Barbara
Veazey announced the project
on Thursday. The Paducah Sun
reports that the plans are in
response to heavy job losses in
and around Graves County.
which in early 2007 lost the
Continental Tire Plant, its
largest industrial employer.
The county's jobless rate
exceeds 9 percent.
Veazey says having a trained
work force will also help
recruit new business.

Paducah hotel facing
six liens, foreclosure

information
Resource
Referral

PADUCAH, Ks. (API Financial problems are mounting for a Paducah hotel with six
liens for money owned to contractors.
Paducah Power System says
it will pull the Executive Inn's
plug on Monday if a $52,000
past due bill isn't paid.
The Paducah Sun reports the
hotel is in foreclosure to collect
a $3.5 million loan that owner
Bhupinder Siagh received in
July 2007 when he completed
the purchase. He hasn't made a
payment on the loan since
January.
The hotel also needs the fire
alarm and sprinkler systems
repaired to receive a permanent
certificate of occupancy.
For Most fleatnIt.
Filo.. 'Woor POI
Wit*. U.
Coll 752, lass

Estes, was treated and released
the same night. Derby organizers said Estes was from Benton.
Hicks said there were two
other car fires that night, but no
one else was injured. CCFR is
on the scene for the derby every
year, but this was the first time
he could recall such an incident.
After the first fire was extinguished, CCFR was called to a
house fire on Lakeshore Circle
next to Kentucky Lae. Hicks
said the large house was about
4,500 square feet and constructed of heavy wood, which made
it difficult to put out the flames.
He said the house was owned by
Cliff Roberts, but was unoccupied at the time of the fire. The
house was a total loss, and the

cause of the fire is still undetermined, he said.
Hicks said firefighters were on
the scene from about 8 p.m. to
5:30 the following morning.
Water was pumped directly
from the lake onto the structure.
Calloway County DES Rescue
assisted with directing traffic.
He said there was considerable
congestion because Lakeshore
Circle bottlenecks into a narrow,
one-way road and is near the
boat ramp at Irvin Cobb Resort.
There were 12 trucks at the
scene and approximately 30
firefighters, Hicks said. In addition to DES, they were assisted
by MCCH EMS and the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.

•Red Cross help ...
From Front
The one-year position will
begin July 1 and run throughout
the fiscal year ending June 30,

2010.
For more information, contact
the chapter office at 753-1421
or go online to www.callowaycoredcross.org.

I Fatality reported ...
From Front
before striking a tree He was
not wearing a seatbelt.
Calloway County Assistant
Coroner
Ricky
Garland
declared Bozhilov dead at the
scene
Trooper Trey Green was

assisted at the scene by Sgt.
Sam Steger, Trooper Brian
Duvall, the Calloway County
Sheriff's
Office, MurrayCalloway County Hospital
EMS, the
Murray
Fire
Department, Calloway County
Fire and Rescue and Burl's
Wrecker Service.

IN Deadline near.
From Front

able at a 4 percent interest rate
with loan terms up to 30 years.
available to small agncultural
For more information, contact
cooperatives and most private.
the SBA's Customer Service
non-profit organizations of all
Center by calling 1-800-659sizes that suffered financial
2955 (1-800-877-8339 for the
losses as a direct result of the
hearing impaired) Monday
disaster. However farmers and through
Friday from 9 amt. until
ranchers are not eligible to I 0 p.m.
central staneard time or
apply for economic injury disas- by sending
email to disastercuster loans for losses caused by tomerse
rvice@sba.gov.
For
drought conditions.
more information, go online to
Eligible businesses and non- the SBA's
Web site at
profit organizations may qualify www.sba
.goviservices/disasfor loans up to $2 million avail- terassistance.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Ronda Gorham
Mrs. Ronda Henderson Powell Gorham. 48, of
Hardin. died
:Sunday. June 14. 2009. at II) a.m. at the residence
of a friend.
A retired over-the-road truck driver, she was a
member of the Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Born in Murray she wa.s the daughter of
the late William Henderson and Vada Mae Butler
Henderson.
Survivors include her husband, Keith Gorham.
Mayfield; two sons, Dale Eugene Powell. Jr. and
wife. Kelly, Nashville, Tenn., and Michael William
Powell. Hardin; two grandchildren. Christian and
Peyton Powell. both of Nashville; two sisters,
Zelda Johnson. Smithland, and Rebecca Faye
Wray. West Paducah. one brother. Owen Randy
Gorham
Henderson. Hardin.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Charles Westiall will officiate. Burial
,will follow in the Unity Cenietery, Hardin. Visitation will be today
t Monday)from 5 to 8 p.m. at the funeral home.

Mrs. Barbara Jean McCoy Adams
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Mrs. Barbara Jean McCoy Adams. 67. McCoy Hollow Road.
Cadiz. died Saturday. June •13. 2(09, at 1:35 p.m. at Kindred
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
A homemaker, she was a member of Linton United Methodist
Church and of Linton Chapter No. 149 of the Order of the Eastern
Star. Born July 18. 1941 in Trigg County. she was the daughter
of
the late John McCoy Sr and Nella Boyd Dunn McCoy.
Also preceding her in death were three brothers, Lonnie Ray,
Charles and Earnest McCoy, and one great-grandchild, Audrey
Gray. Survivors include her husband, Walter (Mort) Adams; her
stepmother. Mary Speaks. Cadiz; two sons, Scott Adams, Cadiz,
and
Robert Adams and wife. Kim, Trigg County; five brothers, Jimmy
McCoy and Ronald Wade McCoy, Benton, John McCoy Jr.. Cadiz,
Homer McCoy, Murray. and William McCoy. Wake, Va.; one sister,
Carolyn Holloway. Cheyenne, Wyo.; four grandchildren, Aaron.
Candace. Amanda and Jayson Adams; three stepgrandchildren, Cale
Ramsey and Brandon and Britanni Travis.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home. Cadiz. Rev. Kenny Rogers will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Adams Cemetery in Trigg County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday)
.
Mrs. Mary Clark Carman Hull
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Clark Carman Hull will be Friday,
June 19. at 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Murray, Ky. Dr. Ruth
Ragovin will officiate. Honorary pallbearers will be William N.
Pasco. Daniel McKeel. Dr. Clegg Austin, Phil Bryan. W. Hunt
Smock, Hal Houston and Arlie Scott.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial
Gardens. Visitation will be at the church after 9:30
a.m, on the day of the service. Expressions of sympathy may be made to A. Carman Memorial
Scholarship Fund. Office of Development, Murray
State University, 106 Development Center,
Murray, KY 42071-3313.
Mrs. Hull. 89, of 7336 S. Darlington Ave..
Tulsa, Okla.. died Thursday. June 11. 2009. at 4:45
a.m. at Parks Edge Nursing.
Hull
A homemaker and teacher, she was a member of
First Christian Church. Preceding her in death were
her husband, Oren L. Hull, and one son, David C. Hull.
.Survinis include one son, Donalct P. Hull Sr., daughter-in-law.
Linda Milt Tulsa: daughter-in-law. Amy G. Hull, Monticello. Ky.:
two grandsons. Donald P. Hull Jr. and wife, Melissa Ann, Tulsa, and
Justin K. Hull, Monticello.
Ninde Funeral Home of Tulsa, Okla., was in charge of arrangements in Tulsa.
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Justin Ray Eugene Bates
Justin Ray Eugene Bates. 21. Dupree Drive. New Concord, died
Saturday. June 13. 2009. at 9 p.m at his home His death followed
an extended illness.
He was a 2006 graduate of Altamont High School. Effingham
.
and was born March 28. 1988, in Effingham. One brother.
Weldon Patrick Bates. preceded him in death Survivors include his
father, Myron Edison Bates Jr.. his mother. Loretta Lynn Brown
Bates. one sister. Emilee Rose Bates, and one brother, Nathaniel
Alexander Bates, all of New Concord. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.

Obama urges doctors to
back his health care plan
WASHINGTON 1APi President Barack Obama, continuing to barnstorm for his
health care proposals, will urge
doctors gathered in Chicago to
support wider insurance coverage and targeted federal spending cuts.
Obama planned to tell the
American
Medical
Association's annual meeting in
his hometown today that overhaul cannot wait and that bringing down costs is the most
important thing he can do to
ensure the country's long-term
fiscal health, a senior administration official said.
The official spoke on the
condition of anonymity to discuss the president's remarks
before they were delivered.
The nation's doctors, like
many other groups. are divided
over the president's proposals to
reshape the health care delivery
system. The White House anticipates heavy spending to cover
the
almost
50
million
Americans who tack health
insurance and has taken steps in
recent days to outline just where
that money could be found.
For instance. Obama wants
to cut federal payments to hospitals by about $200 billion and
cut $313 billion from Medicare
and Medicaid. He also is proposing a $635 billion "down
payment" in tax increases and
spending cuts in the health care
system.
To an audience of doctors
Obama plans to say the United
States spends too much on
heitakiaspe and gets too lirte in
r-":-.1W1 grlys_ the litifdaRdIK
try is crushing businesses and
families and is leading to millions of Americans losing coverage, the administration official said. Obama's turn before

the 250,000-physician group in
his latest effort to persuade
skeptics that his goal to provide
health care to all Americans is
worth the SI trillion price tag it
is expected to run during its first
decade.
The president plans to
acknowledge the costs. But he
also will tell the doctors it is not
acceptable for the nation to
leave so many without insurance, the official said. Unified
Republicans and some fiFeally
conservative Democrats on
Capitol Hill have said they are
nervous about how the administration plans to pay for Obama's
ideas. The New York Times
reported Monday that Obama
has been quietly making a case
for reducing malpractice lawsuits to help control costs, long
a goal of the AMA and
Republicans. Obama has not
endorsed capping jury awards.
Former Senate Majority Leader
Tom Daschle, D-S.D., said
Monday that controlling the
cost of malpractice insurance
would have to be a part of the
Obama administration's overhaul of the health cart system.
Daschle, whose nomination
for secretary of health and
human resources was derailed
because of questions about his
persona finances, said much of
the unnecessary annual health
care cost can be attributed to
doctors ordering extra tests and
taking extra precautions to
make sure "they aren't sued."
Obama has been speaking
privately with lawmakers about
his ideas and publicly with
audiences, such as a town hall
style meeting last week in
Green Bay, Wis. Obama and his
administration officials have
blanketed the nation in support
of his broad ideas
41•111•11•11•1!

Summertime!
AND THE LIVIN' IS EASY!

(WITH A FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT FROM HERITAGE BANK!)

EU agrees to take some
Guantanamo prisoners
LUXEMBOURG mAPi The European Union agreed this
morning to help the administration of President Barack Obama
-turn the page" on Guantanamo,
saying indisidual EU nations
will take detainees from the
American prison in Cuba.
The EU and the U.S. issued a
Joint statement saying some EU
nations are ready -to assist with
the reception of certain former
Guantanamo detainees, on a
case-by-case basis."
It did not name the countries
or how many detainees would
be resettled across the 27-nation
bloc, but that Washington was
ready pay toward the costs of
their resettlement.
The United MAW% seeks a
home for those cleared for
release from the Guantanamo
Bay detention facility without
trial but who cannot go to their
own country for fear of ill-treat-

f

ment. About 50 01 the 2441 or so
detainees left on Guantanamo
fall in that category.
At one point there were 771,
detainees at Guantanamo. The
first MT v ed in early 2002 as the
United States widened its global
war on terror alter the Sept. II;
2001, terrorist attacks against
New York and Washington.
Some EU nations have
already accepted their owe
nationals from Guantanamo;
while Albania. France. Sweden
and Bntain have also accepted
non-citizens.
Germany
is
assessing a request to accept
two after having refused at leas!
nine. It will only accept people
who pose no secunty risk and
have some "connection- with
Germany. German officials said
Berlin also wants Washington to
say why they cannot be resettled
in the United States.
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Do You Qualify
For Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare
Part B and Supplemental
Insurance you may be
eligible for
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gem an ICECAP.. Cooler for all those fun
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STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

210 South 12th Street• Murray, KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"
Over 130 Years of Service To This Area
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The fight for
life goes on

(Last) week Dr. George a campaign
Tiller, one of the few remain- to provide
ing doctors performing late-term Americans
abortions, was shot and killed. with a free
The deep and tragic irony here copy of a
is that his disturbed killer appar- book
my
ently did so in the name of father
life.
helped write,
Like others in the pro-life called
community. I found Dr. Tiller's "Abortion
profession
abhorrent
and and the ConMaking
believed it appropriate to protest science of
and criticize his actions. I am the Nation."
Sense
By Michael
deeply ashamed that we live You see, by
in a society which has legal- providing
Reagan
Syndicated
ized the destruction of inno- our neighColumnist
cent human life.
bors, young
Yet no matter how fervent and old, with
my objections to Dr. Tiller's this book free of charge, it is
actions, because of those very my hope that we can again
pro-life beliefs. I must equal- present our pro-life position in
ly denounce his killer. Indeed, a manner that is direct, comI mourn for Dr. Tiller and his pelling, and peaceful. You can
grieving family. As Dr. Mar- sign up to receive this free
tin Luther King reminded us. book offer yourself, as well as
"Injustice anywhere is a threat direct it to your friends and
to justice everywhere. We are family, at www.mikereaganforcaught in an inescapable net- life.com.
work of mutuality, tied in a
Others have taken up the bansingle garment of destiny. What- ner to elevate this discussion
ever affects one directly, affects across the country and demonall indirectly."
strate the hopefulness of life
There is no justice in the over angry judgment. What
taking of an unborn life, and more beautiful picture of life
there is no justice in the fatal could there be than the chilshooting of a man standing on dren such as the "snowflake"
the church steps. And indirect- babies, adopted as embryos and
ly, all of us now suffer the born into new families? How
consequences.
about the thousands of crisis
One of those consequences pregnancy centers which counis apparent in the shifting tone sel and care for frightened
of the abortion debate. Now. women in unplanned pregnanagain, it is tinged with fear. cies?
WASHINGTON (AP) — are so eager to give the money
anger, and bitter hostility. Those
These compassionate, lifeAmong
of us who so strongly believe giving portraits are the true President Barack Obama calls back.
the attempts
in the intrinsic value of every face of the pro-life movement. his administration a reluctant
But nowhere is the threat at congreslife, who work to defend those Particularly in weeks like this shareholder in the nation's trou- of micromanagement so evi- sional
interlives, find ourselves on the one, we need to make sure bled banks, insurance compa- dent as with the auto industry
vention:
defensive.
these are the images the Amer- nies and car makers. promisThe government's expected
—
A
It would be all too easy to ican people see clearly.
ing -to get out quickly" once 60 percent controlling stake in biparti
san
snap back, to speak harshly,
market
condition
s allow. But the new General Motors and group of 116
For now the courts decide
and to accuse. Like many of the debate, but it is our goal there are 535 other important roughly 8 percent share
in House memyou. I feel deeply the justness that one day only voters will Washington stakeholders: mem- Chrysler and the looming
clos- bers. includof our cause, and will not apol- do so. Should we succeed in bers of Congress.
ings of dozens of plants and ing Majority
ogize for my passion. But we eventually overturning Roe v.
Many lawmakers have their thousands of dealerships raised L eader
Washington
must never abandon our value Wade, we must recognize that own, more activist view about red flags
galore on Capitol Steny Hoyer,
systems in an attempt to advance the battle will only have begun. the government's ownership Hill.
Today
D - M d .,
these beliefs. Doing so only
By Tom Raum
At that stage, the question role, seeming at times like a
Members
of Congress. urged
the
detracts from our message and will be put to the test in state Congress of CEOs.
Assocsated
reflecting views of their con- White House
repels our supporters.
Press Wnter
legislatures and through the
They have made it clear stituents, can easily relate to to
delay the
Recent polling has shown ballot box. When that day they want to be active partthe closing of auto plants and closing
of
that for the first time in a long comes, we will need a major- ners in rescue oversight regardshuttering of car dealerships. dealerships. claiming it "will put
while a majority of Americans ity of Americans on the side less of Obama's vow to mostIt hits a lot closer to home over 100,000 jobs at risk" in
now consider themselves to be of life, and we have to pre- ly let managers manage.
Some than dry debates over mort- trying times. Their letter
held
pro-life. This is a hard-won pare for that starting today. If are even seeking to
weigh in gage-backed securities, credit out the prospect of legislativ
e
opportunity for us here!
we fail to consider the long- on specific GM and Chrysler default swaps and
denvatives action if necessary.
Rather than engaging in term impact of our behavior plant-closing decisions
and regulation.
— Democratic Reps. Chris
angry, direct confrontation with as a movement on the nation- appealing for
more leniency in
"There's danger in this med- Van Hollen and Frank Kratovil
our opponents in the blogos- al psyche, we may uninten- shutting
down dealerships.
dling." said American Univer- of Maryland and Dan Maffei
phere or other areas of public tionally render meaningless
"When can we expect the sity professor James Thurber,
of New York are sponsoring
life, we should be confidently what would otherwise be a sig- American
taxpayers to receive an expert on the presidency legislation that
could force GM
appealing to the millions of nificant court victory.
a return on their investment?" and Congress.
and Chrysler to reinstate franAmericans who are sympathetWe will not win this impor- wonders Sen. Chris Dodd, DThurber noted that lawmak- chise agreements at the request
ic to our cause. We must edu- tant battle because we yell
Conn., chairman of the Senate ers are seeking to intervene of
a rejected dealer.
cate our fellow citizens as to louder, make veiled threats or
Banking Committee.
"even at the same time they're
— A group of Senate Repubthe importance of the defense incorporate scare tactics into
That's a question he said he'll saying we don't want our govlicans is pushing a measure to
of the unborn and engage at the cause -- rather we will win
put to White House and Trea- ernment running these comparequire congressional approval
the highest, not the lowest, lev- the battle for life because of
sury officials overseeing the nies."
before any further federal
els of debate.
the conscience of our great Detroit fix when
they testify
But he said strong populist bailout money could be used
In my own small part, this nation.
before his committee Wednes- sentiment is propelling the to
is why I have recently started
buy a stake in a car comday. Dodd said he also wants efforts to micromanage. Clospany.
to know exactly how taxpay- ing plants and dealerships
-- Sen. Bob Corker, R-Tenn.,
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do er
dollars ale being used and means thousands of lost jobs wants to
require Chrysler and
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the "why; is the government tak- all across
the nation.
GM to use their taxpayer money
ing such large ownership stakes
Murray Ledger & Times.
And car dealers wield huge "to fully reimburse" spurned
in these companies?"
lobbying might. Not only did dealers for inventories of vehiCongress already has slapped they contribute more than $9 cles
and parts.
conditions and limits on how million to federal candidates
— Sen. Kay Bailey HutchiWashington's money is used for the 2008 elections, but they son,
R-Texas. last month briefly
in overseeing damaged com- often play high-profile roles in threatene
d to hold up a warpanies, including restrictions on their communities and are a spending
bill because of the
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
executive pay and hiring.
significant source of local jobs dealer closings.
That's one reason banks across the nation.
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
At a recent hearing, she told
Mon. — Fri. 8:00 a.m. — 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
To the Editor
Many of us are growing
Alice Rouse. Publisher
increasingly irritated with our
arouse4murray
im
(,reg Trav is. Editor
president who is rapidly becomeditiptiainurrayledger.corn
Chris Woodall, Advertising Mgr.
ing known as "The Great Apolads4vmurray ledger.com
Jill Stephens, Classifieds Mgi.
ogist." As he travels about the
classifiedarmurrayledger.com
world making speeches in we have made
Ashley Flener, Circulation
likes it or not. America is a
eirculatoin@murrayledger.com
We are not a perfect peo- nation founded on Christian
aggressor nations, he asks them
Rita Boggess. Business Myx.
rboy.gessigniurris ledger corn
to excuse our beloved Ameri- ple and have never claimed to principles. He is making it
ca for all of the "mistakes" be: however, whether Obama clear that he does not believe
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Hazel

GM and Chrysler chiefs: "It's
not our place to change your
decision. It is not. But it certainly is our place. especially
where there is so much taxpayer money involved, for us
to make sure that everyone is
treated as well as can be in
this circumstance."
Obama said the federal government would exercise its
rights as the controlling GM
shareholder only in "the most
fundamental corporate decisions." After appointing pan
of a new board of directors,
he said, his goal was "To get
GM back on its feet, take a
hands-off approach and get out
quickly."
Steven Rattner, head of the
White House auto task force,
said this means: "No plant
decisions, no dealer decisions.
no color-of-the-car decisions."
But lawmakers have made.
it clear they want to be heard
in the board rooms.
Even before last week's
bankruptcy filing by GM, the
Michigan delegation and some
other car-state
lawmakers
protested GM's decision to
boost its imports of small fuelefficient cars made at GM factories in China.
As a result, GM agreed to
have the work done at least
one of three idled U.S. plants.
two of which are in Michigan.
And, while the administra-'
tion has vowed a basic handsoff approach to day-to-day management, in light of the size
of the investment of tax dollars — $.50 billion so far and
still growing — it will be hard
for both the administration and
Congress to keep hands off.
those principles to be good
enough, but the majority of
Americans prefer those of the
Constitution to his.
We pray that he will accept
these values before it is too
late.
Melva Cooper
Murray. Ky.

Xn LETTERS POLICY

V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,
faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editoremurrayledger.com.
V Letters mailed or faxed mud be signed and have address and phone
number for verification purposes. E-mailed
letters
must have address and phone number.
V No letters will be printed anonymously.
V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be typed or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or reiect
any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page.
V Letters of a 'thank you" nature that single out sponsors,
businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed
toward the community as a whole, will not be accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of the writer
and not necessarily of the Ledger & limes
staff.
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Murray High School Class
of 1984 plans reunion

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

nnouncerneril
Ella Katherine
James

The 1984 Class of Murray High School
will base its 25-year reunion on June 26 and
27. Fiunily Night will be at the Big Apple
C'stfe on Friday. June 26, at 6 p.m. A golf
scramble will be at Oaks Country Club on
Saturday, June 27 at 9 a.m. and the reunion
will be Saturday night at the Oaks Country
Club banquet mom.
Mark Boggess is the contact person for
the reunion and can be reached at his home
at 753-645 or his cell at 901448-6432 for
more information.

Brian and Kimberly James
are the parents of a daughter,
Ella Katherine lames, born on
Fnday. May 22, 2009 at 8:11.
p m.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
II ounces. A sister is Alyssa. •
Grandparents are Roger and
Ruth James and the late Bud
Boadway
Great-grandparents
are
Emma James and Mane Scott.

Lodge 170 will meet

Woodmen of World Lodge 170 of Kirksey
will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall.
This will be a Hawaiian Luau with entertainment. A business
meeting will follow. Fnends and family are invited but RSVP
to 7534741.

Farmers' Market on Tuesday

The Farmers' Market of Murray and Calloway County is
now
open for the season each Tuesday and Saturday from
7 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the Calloway County Fairgiounds, located on Ky.
Hwy. 121
North, Murray. Items available include early season produce
and
ornamental bedding plants. Other items include farm raised catfish,
tilapia and all natural beef. Local farmers and gardeners urge
the
public to attend.

Jefferson Jackson Dinner planned

The Purchase Area Jefferson Jackson Dinner will be Friday
in
the Cunis Center ballroom at Murray State University. The
silent
auction and social hour will begin at 6 p.m and dinner will be
served at 7 p.m. Gov. Steve Beshear will be the keynote speaker.
Also scheduled to attend are Lt. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo, Auditor
Crit Luallen and Treasurer Todd Hollenbach. Tickets at $27
are
available through Monday and after that date will be $35. For more
information call Kathy Jo Stubblefield at 270-753-3187 or 270559-3625 or Dottie Lyons at 270-753-6351 or 279-832-1677.

Hazel alumni plans event
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Hazel Alumni Association will hold its 62nd annual alumni banquet/reunion on Saturday at the Family Life Center in Hazel.
Reservations for the meal at $15 person should be made by today
(Monday) with Frank Coles. 492-8425, James Hemdcn, 227-002.
Peggy Taylor, 492-8945 or Sheila James, 492-8565.

ailed letters

se directed

staff.

Patsy Neale and Mary Alice Smith. hostesses
and ladies golf chairpersons of Oaks Country Club,
canceled play on June 10 because of the inclement
weather.
The Ladies Member-Guest Two-person Golf

Scramble will be Wednesday with tee-off beginning at 9 a.m. Refreshments will be served before
play begins.
Ladies Tuesday night golf will be held Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m. It is not necessary to sign up for play.

Nelda Barnett. Workforce
Issues Specialist, was the speaker at the May meeting of the

Murray-Kentucky Lake chapter
of the AARP. Bamett has served
senior citizens in many ways

.CCHS Class of 1984 will meet

. Calloway County High School Class of 1984 will have a 25-year
class reunion meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m. at The Big Apple. This is
open to any member of the class who would like to help plan the
event. For information contact Lori Windsor Callihan at 435-4163
or Icallihan@wk.net.

Hospital retirees will meet
. Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at II a.m. at The Big Apple, Murray.
For more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight(Monday) at
7 p.m. For more information contact Stephanie Cunningham at 210-

4173.

Photo provided

Pictured left is Nelda Barnett, Workforce Issues Specialist
,guest speaker, and Diane Riedel, chapter president of the
Murray-Kentucky Lake chapter of AARP.

She was director of volunteer
services for United Way in
Owensboro: in the early 1970
she started several senior citizens' centers in Kentucky: she
was a AARP volunteer for 6
years; and she was one of the 21
member National AARP Board
of Directors which oversaw all
AARP non-profit functions.
At the local AARP meeting in
May. Barnett addressed health
care reform and explained how
AARP was working with congress to lower prescnption drug
costs and provide health insurance for 50 to 64 year olds. She
also discussed in-home care
providers "Empower at Home
Care" Act and the health insurance blocks for pre-conditions.
The AARP chapter will meet
Friday at 11:30 a.m.for a picnic
at the Murray-Calloway Park at
the pavilion near the swimming
pool. Lunch will be a bring your
own brown bag affair. The program will start at noon. Sally

TOPS meeting on Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 227-4625.

TOPS #623 will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St. Weigh-in will
be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Johns at 227-4625.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Senior citizens plan breakfast
Country ham breakfast will be served Tuesday from 6 to 9 a.m.
at South Marshall Senior Citizens building at Hardin. The cost will
be $4 for all one can eat.

Sharon Wells Group to meet
Sharon Wells Group of First Baptist Church WMS will meet
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the conference room of the church.

MTS Class of 1959 plans reunion
The 1959 graduating class of Murray Training School will have
its 50 year reunion on Saturday. The activities will begin at 10 a.m.
at the Murray State University Curls Center with a continental
breakfast to be served in the small ballroom, located on the third
floor. The evening meal will be at 6 p.m. at the same location with
a time of fellowship for the class members. Other MIS graduates
and friends are invited to drop by at 7:30 p.m. for a time of reminiscing and reaquaintance. For more information call 1-615-446t1531, 1-615-293-2947 or 1-270-489-2521.

Murray Calloway County Soccer Association will have tryouts
for competitive teams on Saturday. Sign-in begins at 9:30 a.m. with
tryouts beginning sharply at 10 a.m. Probable age groups for girls
include U16, U14, Ull and U10 and U13, U10 and U9 for bo.),
Players should wear full soccer gear and bring a ball and water. For
information contact Jamie Rogers at 270-227-7827.

The first Kickball Tournament, sponsored by Campbell Realty,
has been changed to Saturday. June 20. All proceeds will benefit Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of Calloway County. The cost will be $150 per
team, adult co-ed. For more information call Tracy or Keith
Williams at 293-3467 or 293-3468 or e-mail tracy@campbellrealty.com or pick up your registration form at Campbell Realty.

Ohm Katherine lanes

Workforce Issues Specialist speaker at AARP

Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Lodge on Ky. 121
North, Murray. A potluck meal will be served at 6:30 p.m. All members are urged to attend.

Kickball Tournament date changed

!fling, gram-

Ladies of the Oaks

Lodge No. 105 will meet

Soccer Association plans tryouts

idltoremur-
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MUSIC AWARDS: Pictured are the participants in the Middle/High
School music contest sponsored by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club. First
place awards went to
JiEun Ku, violin; Rebecca Raj, voice; Lydia Powell and Emily Ashby,
piano. Second place
awards went to Lexie Ward, violin; Charlie Powell, voice; Brendan
Parker and Shannon
McClellan. piano. Honorable mention awards went to Greg Wood,
voice; Charlie Powell,
Joseph Winchester, Breanna Bethel, and Rebecca Raj, piano.

Photo provided

JUDGES: Three Murray State music majors served as judges for the Murray
Woman's Club
Middle and High School music contest. Pictured, from left, are Kale
Dunn, piano; Jasmine
Davis. voice; Gracie Wallace, violin.

Kaiak° Ladies Golf
The Kenlake Ladies met
Wednesday, June 10. for golf
play at the Hamrick Memorial
Golf Course at Kenlake State
Resort Park at Aurora.
'fen ladies were present to
play with Jean Vance and Kay
Norman as winners.

Vance had two chip ins, one
on hole 3 and hole 9. Joanne
Welsch had a chip in on hole
number 9. Closest to the pin on
hole 8 was Pat Beadles.
All ladies that would like to
join the group for play are asked
to be at the pro shop at Kenlake

DuFord-Foley will provide a
"fun and games" program for
the attendees. Persons over the
age of 50, retired or employed.
are encouraged to join the
group.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

by Mona Neter
Jeruse and Mitzi spent last Friday
in Jackson. Tennessee anending an
activities meeting sponsored by our
company.
Tennessee
Health
Management They came back with
lots of new ideas and we're looking
forward to what they've got planned
for us this week.
You've heard of a "cake walk-,
well, we had an "ice cream walk"
this week. We played it like we used
to play when we were kids except
with a few changes. Nancy Warren
was our winner and she will get the
special treat of a free ice cream treat
at the Dairy Queen
We appreciate the Bookmobile
stopping in on a regular basis to
keep us supplied with plenty of
reading material. Summertime is a
good time to read since it's too hot
to do much outside
Thanks to Stephanie front the
Wellness Center who came out and
helped us exercise this week. We
enjoy it when she comes because
she always has new ideas for how.
we can build up our bodies.
We enjoyed refreshments in our
rooms this week. It is such a treat to
have an ice cold drink or ice cream
brought to us while we're watching
our favorite programs on television.
Enday afternoon Annette played
Bingo with us and then later in the
evening the Mennonite Harmony
Singers came and sung torus, It was
a good week and now we're looking
forward to a full week of men's
activities celebrating Father's Day
...Nothing else looks or feels like
home but we come cline
94 Llterbatk Rd. • Mutt.. AN
Phone- 1270/ 75943700 • 14388-231 5014

State Park at 8:15 a.m. on
Wednesday.

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
at

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th St.

Reims,To glogomi

June 15 - 19
6:00 - 8:30 p.m.

1437 Bethel Rd.• 270-753-4050

Having trouble finding that perfed
plant for your garden?
Let our experts help you choose just the nght one from thi,
area's largest selection of annuals, perennials and herbs
SUMAIER SALE
*All plants and mixed pots 23% off
'Select baskets and color bowls 50% off

COMING SOON
"Naturally grown" heirloom tomatoes, squash,
zucchini, cucumbers and sweet corn.
"Bethel Road location only
Open laculay-Saturday 9-5

Bible Stones, Crafts, Music, Snacks, Games & mori
Ages thru - 8th grade
For information or transportation call: 753-7599
Alnek
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NEW - 7,000 Sq. ft. Industrial building
or rent/lease on East Chestnut Ext.
Call
for more information.
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Ibt SpIrt

TIM 11 Ls
-

ze n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

New 2,100sq.ft. brick
2/38R. 2BA. 2-car
garage hilltop acre,
gas & water 1/2 murray. $147,000.
270-519-8570

New 2-4
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Bedroom MM
O 111
Riverasid Estafts.

75

erai. Home
KY 42071
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G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
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Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
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720 S. 4TH ST.
orner of 1216 & Glendale
HMO $25 t015$40
(270)436-2524
(2701293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905
NORTHWOOD
Storage many sizes
753-9999 s114
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•lnside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
..We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

orient LW

MentS.COM
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irtments
le TV included
No PETS!

it KY 42071
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H I YEAR LEASE
Torments

'A TIONS • I PM-4 PM

RTPAENTS
IRRAY, KY
'0
ad,
-1:00

lions
'houses
air

Units for boat, auto.
trailer etc
1st month free
(270)753-3119
(270)293-2482

Commerical Prop. For Rade
Metal building 88x40
insulated 12ft walls
gas heat, can be used
as two shops Located
at 406 Sunbury Circle
Murray 270-436-2935
Retail Store in Hazel
5000 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch
Realty nice' Great for
antiques.
restaurantretail, etc
$1200 00/month 1
year lease
270-492-8211

PURE bred Shih-Tzu
$250.00. 1st shots &
wormed vet checked
being kennel
trained (731)247-3908
SHIH-TZU AKC, puppies.
male/female
$200-$350. Call afternoons. 270-251-0310

ALFALFA- good clean
heavy
bales
$5 00/bale
270-293-4406
HORSE
quality
Bermuda square bales
for sale Pick-up in field
last week ot June and
save 270-293-0538

Marra), Ledger dr Time. Fair
Flogaing Act Notice

'iii real istate a515ertised herein
subsievt to the Federal Fair
Housing Act .hich makes it
illegal in advertise anv omer•
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State law.!whit dris-nm manor
thie sale rental or advernsing
ot real estate based on tailors in
addlticin to those protected
under tideral la.
1AS, will knowingls ampi. ion
ad,vrtrenitire Nal estate which
is not in siolanon 01 the la. All
persons are hereby mfortned
that all d.ellings advermed are
ii aitable on an isioa oppodunth basis
FUN 'ureter assedante midi, Fair
Housing Advertising requirements minted NAA Counsel
One P 4,iam. 70111•48-1(00

WANTED Appx 40
acres, mostly wooded
rolling, lake or lake
site preferably with or
without house, country
road frontage
270-354-5226
Hayes For Sala

SPECIAL!!!
This lx1.5
could be yours
for ONLY $85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

7 Warehousing
ir MSU $20-50
753-7668

This 2,700 is it keret, $iss ieee amiialanly
meth Peewees 3 leer Wren, 2 Mee, igen,
kiln. teem Ivry, twelves steel appleson, prime/ how,
2-eer erowlleol & 2-eer liereelreol gores« & rowel via
www.1211110eren.ceet for eels pewe salty owe Aka
www.1201clotan.cos
Call: 270-759-0534 I
P.OV•111

P.

1

rctvessnel

147
/10.1SSkit; COI%
sissei
470
Motorcycles 4 ATY's1
2005 Harley Davidson
dresser blue & saver,
14,300-extra chrome,
1.800 miles
293-1231

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns, shrubs.
tilling,
buShogging,
blade work
H-436-5277
C-978-0543
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs decks pressure washed
and
stained 436-2228

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, fire
wood Insured
489-2839

II \I
\l

I

MOWING & Trimming
Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance Any
size yard in town or
county Tree trimming
shrubs, mulch etc
available Call Steve
767-9178

\ brain, 5
senkm. lot

.;fri

Joie.

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
*Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
-Stump Removal •All modern epquipment
•24 hour emergency service -licensed & Insurer]

REUBEN'S Lawn Care
Serving Calloway &
Marshall County Local
and dependable Free
Estimates
293-2797

Ron Frame Jr.
Res 270-474-0323• Cell 270-227-3140
'No lot is complete until customer is satisfied

‘‘
511 \ I

• weekly & pc.ial pickups
• locally Owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-i783
293-2784

REYNOLDS
a SON'S LLC
• Bush Hogging
• Land Clearing
• Tractor Work
• Din/Gravel Hauling
(270) 226-9015

iimmittni I ititniti•
\imilti

SITE prep ,..td
demo
ci
matenals for _
tors & home owners
bank gravel limestone
fill dirt sand top soil &
shoreline materials
Parker Excavating LLC
293-3252

C(
Ps

f

3101 St RI 121N.

753-8087

CUSTQNI
BULLDOZING

Ku-us.

AlskIdepa A lAcCuiston
Rosana Co.

77.9
753-1337
ANDRUS Excavating
rind Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe and
-ack
hoe
work.
installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404
WILL remove Dead
Trees & Shrubs 4354645. 502-542-9287

r

270) 291 0371

TNT Lawn Care
293-0468

McCoy's
Lawn Sondes
Quality work at
a great price,
-Mowing -Trimming
-Yard Clean-up
•Free Estimates'
(270)293-6604
ML Garage doors
installation and maintenance, residential &
commercial
doors
270-293-2357

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using tnis
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies Mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Leoger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

I liompson I iii'

Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don
Murray area
519-8570
VIC Enterprises
Home Improvement,
brick, stone. roofing
210-5324
436-6211

FREE kittens to good
home 6 wks old Born
May 2nd Mother cat
also tree to good
home Call (270)2937107 for information
FREE kittens to good
home, very playful &
friendly (270)4892356
FREE to a good
home Female spayed
tabby indoor cat 1
year old 436-2701

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
& Times

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates, Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

First Come
First Serve
Please No
Phone Calls

UK All Commodity Field Day returns
USED TIRES
151 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Coll 753-5606
taw Cas
2007 Corvette, 5,000
miles, burgandy
293-1231
2004 Toyota Camry
SE. 4-cyl , 4-door.
loaded. black
Excellent gas mileage.
$10,000
(270)444-7566
94 Oldsmobile Asking
$1,500 runs good
Needs new home
227-0343
92 Dodge Dynasty, 90
Dodge Caravan. 87
Toyota truck, camper
trailer, $500 00 each,
trailers, lawnmowers
(270)559-9542
1991 Camaro RS
100.000 miles, needs
paint and fuel pump
$750 270-293-4406.

1998 Ford Ranger
XLT, 4-DR pick-up, 6cylinder, 68,000 miles,
excellent condition.
topper. 753-0119

PRINCETON, Ky. — It's
time for the biennial showcase
in Pnnceton of the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture's latest research and
extension work - work that is
not only conducted on its western Kentucky research station.
but throughout the entire college. This year's event is 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. CDT Thursday, July 23
at the UK Research and
Education Center in Princeton.
Tours and exhibits will highlight research in ornamental and
vegetable crops, beef, forage.
equine matters, grain crops,
tobacco, orchards, vineyards
and small fruits. The event isn't
just about livestock and crops.
however. The whole family is
invited, and event organizers
promise there will be much to
interest
all
age
groups.
Organizers expect approximately 2,000 people to attend. After a
brief welcome ceremony at 8
a.m., guests may participate in
tours and demonstrations and
view exhibits.
"To me personally, it's an
opportunity for us and this sector to have people from
Lexington and other states and
surrounds all in one place. share
all the many things that are
being done and to hopefully
make certain that people are
aware that the College of
Agriculture is about more than

traditional agriculture,- said
Winston Dunwell, UK extension
horticulture specialist and field
day chairman. "It's about animal
science. It's about viticulture
and energy from biomass. It's
about family and consumers. It's
about the fight against obesity.
There's an exhibit on ovarian
cancer, so it's a very broad sector that should have something
for every single person in every
single household in Kentucky.
They should be able to garner a
lot from this and learn something new that's important to
their lives."
This year's field day will feature 11 production-related tours
focusing on beef cattle, tobacco,
forages, weed management in
grain crops. fertility management in grain crops. vegetable
crops, ornamental crops, grain
crops management, and an
orchard, vineyard and small
fruits tour. This year, for the first
time, there will also be an
equine tour. An overview tour
will give participants insight
into the research extension programs at the Research and
Education Center. All tours last
approximately one hour and 15
minutes and run continuously
throughout the day.
More than 60 exhibitors from
the UK College of Agriculture.
agricultural associations and
organizations will be on hand.

With youth and family and
consumer sciences activities
also at the field day, the program
has something for everyone.
Four family and consumer
sciences events will take place
throughout the day: Fruits and
Vegetable
Taste
Testing,
Coupons 101: Power Bars - Is It
a Snack or a Meal; and Greening
Your Environment with Vinegar
and Other Natural Products.
"What I like about the family
and consumer sciences part of
Field Day is that it really is family appropriate and focuses on
great information from some of
extension's statewide programs," said Melanie Bealmear,
Union County extension agent
for family and consumer sciences and field day committee
member. "We've got an exhibit
for Second Sunday, which is an
annual statewide event that
encourages people to get out and
enjoy physical activity. We've
got something on the ovarian
cancer screenings. We've got
canning and preserving food,
which is something that people
are getting back into, with the
economy the way it is. It's a
good sampling of the breadth of
the work family and consumer
sciences agents are doing
around the state."
There will be plenty of things
for young people of all ages to
do, as well. 4-H youth develop-

ment agents and leaders will
conduct hands-on activities,
demonstrations and information
displays. including sessions on
GPS; horticulture identification;
"Oooie Things:" Raptors. conducted by Raptor Rescue; herding dog demonstrations; identifying reptiles: horse lab kits;
Clowning Around and physical
fitness. Youth are also welcome
to join the adults on the farm
fours.
"This is a big year for
Kentucky 4-H, as it's our centennial.- said Wade Raymer.
Webster County extension 4-H
youth development agent and
youth activities coordinator.
"This will be a great way for
people to become familiar with
and celebrate the history of 4-H
in the state."
Participants may earn certified crop adviser continuing
education credits. Lunches will
be available for purchase from
Kentucky agriculture commodity- associations.
The UK Research and
Education
Center
is on
Kentucky 91 South. 1.5 miles
southeast of the Caldwell
County
Courthouse
in
Princeton. For more information, contact a county office of
the UK Cooperative Extension
Service or visit the UKREC
Web
site.
http://ces.ca.uky.edu/wkrec/.

might be confused by all the
mixed messages Information
you receive could be quite challenging or difficult to hear.
Consider your alternatives, and
don't feel pressured by vanous
scenarios Tonight. Do your
thing.

Tonight Time for mind candy
Movies?

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might not be aware of

Caws
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2005 32ft Chevy motor
home Fully self conHAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
tained 11,000 miles
brand new inside & Tuesday, June 16, 2009:
This year. opportunities come
nut 293 1231

Iri lamella Blear

through friends, associations
and groups. A key partnership
might be more difficult to obtain
$15 6 UP WILL mow support
from. Eventually,
lawns Adult-owned & through acceptance. you will
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
operated 978-5655
gain ground and transform the ***** Zero in on what
you
bond. Communication reflects want. Associates will support
•
LAM
your innate abilities. If you are your endeavors Nevertheless, a
LAWN SIIRVI(
Momeng, Manicuring, single, you probably will meet partner could be inordinately
someone through friends. Don't challenging. Although disagreeLand."aping 6 •
try to push this bond. Let it grow ment with someone so close
Leal esteeming
%ahalattene guaranteed
naturally. If you are attached, be could be upsetting, trust your
7$3-1816 227-0611 more accepting of differences judgment. Discussions open
doors rather than close them.
with your sweetie. You both will
Tonight. Where the gang is.
YOUR AD
gain. ARIES is a true-blue CANCER (June
21-July 22)
COULD BE
friend.
*** How you present yourself
HERE FOR
will make a strong impression.
The Stars Show the kind of Know that it is time for you to
ONLY $T5:00
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: take the lead -- like it or not
A MONTH.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: Investigate alternatives with an
CALL 753-1916
eye to a new beginning at work
1 -Difficult

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 NOM sasvoca
Res . Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

mu Gito9i rr

l'a%

'.7:46.9Es Clifteri

Stop

ALL Carpentry
.Remodeling
-Screened Porches
.Garages
-Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
Home.' Mobile Horne
Repair
Larry Nimmo
227-0587
753-2353
ALL Home improvement, 30 years exp
Free estimates
(270)227-4078 Low
pt-ices
ALLEN'S Painting
interior. &tenor
25 years exp
Free Estimates
270-804-8439
\liItIit7IJ

Hossilditi

AKC Shih-Tzu puppie,
3 male $200 1-femair.
$250 1st shots vs•
checked Meet mom 6
dad
270-978-0020
evenings

Ise.
3454375

P.m w

REDUCED
$129,000, 313R, 2BA.
2-car garage. 1-acra
lot, near Oaks Country
Club (270)210-4563

mew

FREE!

(outh Eighth St
(bath, CA-1/A, all
inces,
'refer/deposit
ed, $475/mo.
331

293-7371

I Supplies

Livestock & luggilas

J&L RENTAIS
MINI-STORAGE

retthes
easto

Small offices and office
suites
available
Adiacent to MSU. $200
and up, Including utilities,
restrooms,
kitchen, conference
room & more, Century
21 Barger RE
270-247-2421

DOG Obedience
436-2858

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van

WE MOW /T.'
(270)227-5743

4BR, 1.5 BA bnck
home appx.. 2.000
sqft, C/H/A, 2 car
garage on 1 acre
wooded lot. 270-9780505, 270-978-1107_

Piet 1 p.n.

All sizes to
fit your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hautinci Clean
oui garages gutters.
funk & tree work

38R 1 BA move
inreedy home
great neighborh000
Henry Street,
owners relocating
most see,
812-677-1046

270-759-4851

Tbs. I pa.

Oftwed

3BR 2 BA new construction
Campbell
Estate
$229,000
Call for appt
753-3966 293-9747

1411frt

%tondos. June IS. 21109 • 7

293-8377. 436-2967
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Greet some of your
best days of the month Being
organized helps you accomplish
the most. Don't be surprised if
someone challenges you This
person simply might not know
what he or she is up against.
Others enjoy brainstorming
Ideas comes in from out of left
field. Tonight: Whatever you
want

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Know when to cut out. You

or within your community. A partner or loved one could be very
controlling. Jump over the issue
by not playing Tonight. In the
limelight

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Reach past the obvious
for decisions_ You might not be
comfortable with a direct confrontation right now Detach, and
you'll get to the bottom of a problem Make a point to schedule a
checkup At times you keep a
grueling pace. Don't think that
the pace won't catch up with you

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Work with others
directly, the end results will be
much better No matter which
way you turn or what you do
others want to pull in and be
closer Someone shares a heavy
piece of information Do check
out anything you hear You might
not be getting the whole story
Tonight Dinner for two

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Others dominate You
have a choice to make On some
level, you might feel sad if you
are under siege Pick and
choose your battles O.) another
level you might want to lust toss
your hands in the air Tonight
Listen to any otters then decide

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Careful' An argument
might start out of the blue
Though you can tough it out, do
you really want to go that route?
Communication will flourish once
more late in the day Express
your concerns Tonight Make it
an early night

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Let your get-up-and-go
define your plans A financial
matter could tnp you up in this
close-to-perfect day You could
get really tied up or you could let
go knowing you will handle the
issue no matter what Tonight
Let the kid in you come out

the pressure that develops
around an immediate emotional
matter. Try to understand some
s side of the story. A family
member or roommate could
develop an attitude Be honest -did you feed this person's perspective? Tonight Head home
earty.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Curb a tendency to overwork an issue or a tendency to
try too hard to convince someone
you
are
right
Communication will flounsh as it
rarely does if you don't impose
your will on someone. Tonight
Return a Mend's call It's time to
catch up on news

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Be aware of your assets
and talents You add more into
the mix than you are aware of
Walk away from a volatile situation if possible. If you tngger. the
situation could become much
more complicated or difficult
Tonight Gather your bills

BORN TODAY
Comedian Stan Laurel (1890).
writer Erich Segal (1937),
actress Joan Van Ark (19431
***
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.lacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2009 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Law student trying to pass
the bar is hampered by mom

8 • Monday. June 15, 2009

Looking Back
10 years ago
Published IN a picture of Playhouse in the Park volunteer Lanette Hunt working on her share
of the 1.500 envelopes stuffed
as a part of a fundraiser designed
to meet a goal of $35000 The
photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Janeann Tunier of Murray was
honored for her participation in
Kentucky's Law Related Education Program at a Law Day Ceremony by Chief Justice Joseph
Lamben of the Supreme Court
of Kentucky.
Births reported include a boy
to Chns and Kara Shipley. May
29.
20 years ago
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court approved a $2.1 million
budget for 1989-90 including a
4.4 percent raise for all county
employees and an additional
S60.0(0 for road construction
and maintenance.
Published is a picture of the
reunion of 1940-era Coldwater
residents held at Homeplace
Restaurant in Murray. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Mark
Cooper.
Births reported include a boy
to Beverly and Larry Ray, a girl
to Theresa and Louis Davis. a
girl to Rosie and Donald Dunning, and a girl to Tammy and
Ralph Gingles, June I 1.
30 years ago
The
Murray
Independent
School
System's
program
designed for gifted and talented
students has been ranked highest in the state of Kentucky by
an out-of-state review program.
Lynda Coleman was named
for the 1979 Laker annual dedication of the Calloway County
High School annual by the class.
She is an English teacher at
C'CHS.
Births reported include a boy
to Sherwin and Idea Crouch. May
12. and a girl to Joel and Kathy
Erizzell. May 23.

Al years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court
,ind
Murray
City
Council
approved the letting of the bid
tor S1.640.328 for the construction of an addition to the Murray Hospital.
Airman Stephen G Nanny.
son of Mr. and Mrs Lester G
Nanny of Murray. has completed basic training at Lackland
Air Force Base, Texas.
Births reported include a girl
to Sgt. and Mrs. lot) Williams.
May 21. and a girl to Capt. and
Mrs. M.W. Healy. June 6.
50 years ago
Plans have been completed
Ior converting the Murrey Roller
Rink at 1415 W. Main St.. Murray. into a S200AXXI bowling
center. The space has been leased
to Corvette Lanes, a corporation
headed by H.M. Worrell and
Dexter Mead.
John Mack Carter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Zelna Carter of Murray, has been named editor of
the Household Magazine.
Owen's Food Market, located on West Main Street, has an
advertisement announcing it will
now be open on Sunday.
60 years ago
The body of Sgt. Robert
Thomas Peavy, 19. who was killed
in action during World War Ii
in 1944 while a member of the
Air Corps. is being returned for
burial at the Murray City Cemetery with full military rites by
American Legion Post 73 of
Murray.
Martha Scott and Lavenia
Jones. members of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America. and Clara Parks, a member
of the Hazel High School FHA.
are attending the meeting of the
Kentucky FHA being held at the
University of Kentucky. Lexington. They were accompanied by
Martha Lindsey. teacher of home
economics and advisor to FHA
at Murray Training School.

DEAR ABBY: I am starting to prepare for one of the
most difficult hurdles of my
career, the bar exam. Please
tell me what I should do about
rnv mother -- who just does
not seem to get it.
She interrupts me constantly
about
things that
have nothing to do
with
me.
She
calls
during my
study hours
with
requests or
comments
about trite
issues that
By Abigail
could
be
Van Buren
more easily
handled by one of my siblings.
Before I graduated from law
school, my mother expressed
doubt that I could make it
through. She said that two of
my sisters are successful in their
careers without a higher education. Shouldn't family encourage and support one another?
-- FAMILY VS. CAREER IN
BERKELEY, CALIF.
DEAR F VS. C: Yes, they
should -- but unfortunately, not
all of them actually do, and I
respect the fact that you have
persisted in spite of your mother's lack of vision. You didn't
ask for advice, but allow me
to offer some. Turn your phone
off and tune your mother out
until after the bar exam is

Dear Abby

Over
•••

DEAR ABBY: What is the
proper use of paper and fabric napkins in a restaurant?
My husband and I enjoy going
to fine restaurants and includ-

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. June IS. the
166th day of 2009. There are 199
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 15, 1215. England's
King John put his seal to Magna
Carta ("the Great Charter") at
Runnymede.
On this date:
In 1775, the Second Continenul Congress voted unanimously
to appoint George Washington head
of the Continental Army.
In 1844, Charles Goodyear
received a patent for his process
to vulcanize rubber
In 1849. James Polk. the 11th
president of the United States.
died an Nashville. Tenn.
In 1864. Secretary' of War Edwin
M. Stanton signed an order establishing a military burial ground.
which became Arlington National
Cemetery.
In 1904. more than 1.000 peo/3

F3 N'
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pie died when fire erupted aboard
the steamboat General Slocum in
New York's East River.
In 1944, American forces began
their successful invasion of Saipan
during World War II. B-29 Super.
fortressesmade their first raids
on Japan
she variety show "Hee
mixture of
9
land comedy skits,
CBS-TV.
In 1978. King Hussein of Jordan married 26-year-old American Lisa Halaby. who became
Queen Noor.
In 1994. Israel and the Vatican established full diplomatic
relations.
Ten years ago: Thousands of
ethnic Albanian refugees flooded
back into Kosovo while thousands
of Serbs fled. Vessels from North
Korea and South Korea clashed
on the Yellow Sea; about 30 North
Korean sailors are believed to

have died. A magnitude 7 earthquake in central Mexico killed at
least 17 people.
Five years ago: The Southern
Baptist Convention quit a global
federation of Baptist denominations
as SBC leaders denounced the
Baptist World Alliance and other
groups for accepting liberal theology. Tim Berners-Lee received
the $ I .2 million Millennium Technology Prize in Helsinki for creating the World Wide Web. The
Detroit Pistons beat the Los Angeles Lakers 100-87 an Game 5 of
the NBA Finals for their first
championship in 14 years.
One year ago: President George
W. Bush wient for a bike nde and
attended church in Pans, then he
and his wife, Laura. traveled to
London for meetings with Queen
Elizabeth II and Prince Philip. as
well as Prime Minister Gordon
Brown and his wife. Sarah.
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DEAR ABBY: For years I
struggled with chronic pain
from deteriorating knees. My
husband and young child saw
our family life slowly diminish because of my increasing
physical limitations. Chronic
pain and frustration changed
who I was.
Last year I was blessed to
be able to have both my knees
replaced. I had a wonderfully
skilled surgeon, persistent physical therapists -- and a heroic husband.
He learned to do the laundry. grocery shopping, cooking. little girl hair, homework
supervision and all of the other
literal "legwork" required to
keep our family going. And
he did all this while working
TWO jobs.
I am now completely recovered and realize how fortunate
I am to have such a loving,
devoted life partner. I make sure
to tell him often how much I
love and appreciate him. and
I also tell others.
Abby, too often we neglect
to recognize our own "everyday heroes." Please remind your
readers that even what can
seem mundane can be truly
heroic -- and to let their loved
ones know that their efforts
are recognized. -- LUCKY
WIFE OF A HERO, STAMFORD. CONN.
DEAR LUCKY WIFE:
Thank you for an upper of a
letter.
pleased you're singing
your husband's praises. because
he deserves to hear every note.
You picked a winner.
Readers, I have heard from
you often, offering stories about
pennies from heaven and acts
of kindness. If you have
encountered people you consider to be "everyday heroes,"
I hope you will let me know
so I can share their stories
with other readers.

rtn

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.

ACROSS

way, WAIT/ PiOLD IT,EXCEPT COP

GAIRVIEI_Cotgo

•••

1 Canvasback
5 Deeply
impressed
9 Strike caller
12 Michigan
neighbor
13 One in a million
14 Freeway
ciogger
15 Actress
— Freeman
16 Clutch
17 Install tile
18 Non-flammable
gas
20 Ball club
22 Season
23 Austin hrs.
24 Fresco base
27 — hoc committee
28 Hole-making
tools
32 Gas-pump abbr.
33 Cultivate
36 Look at
37 Habitual
1

•

3

4

DEAR DR. COTT: I am a
heatthy 77-year-old female I eat
mostly vegetables, fruits, whole.
grain cereals and dnnk water I
exercise daily. Because I am a
vegetarian. I also take fish-oil
suppiemems
Three
'ears ago. I
had a nice
head of shiny
vitute hair It
is now dry.
weak and dull
brown. It is
also falling
out. lean only
comb my hair
with a largetooth comb
and must oil
By
Dr. Peter Gott my hair first.
I have never
used hair dye. had perms or used
any harsh chemicals in my hair_
I've never smoked or drank alcohol.
I have been to numerous medical doctors and five dermatologists. I was diagnosed with androgenetic alopecia t male-pattern
baldness) and am currently taking prednisone, but the condition
is getting worse. The baldness has
now reached the top of my head,
and there is no sign of follicles
in the balding areas. I continue
to lose hair daily.
Is there anything to stop the
hair loss or even grow some of
it back'
DEAR READER: Androgenetic alopecia IS a common form
of hair loss in both men and
women. It affects more men than
women. An estimated 35 million
men have some degree of hair
loss caused by this condition.
In men, it is referred to as
"male-pattern baldness" and caus-

Dr. Gott

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 7 4 2
•Q 1075 42
•5 4
•K
WEST
EAST
•.1
•K 10 863
•K6
•.1 9 3
•10 8 7 3
•QJ6
•AQ9842
•1 5
SOUTH
•Q 9 5
VA 8
•AK 92
+10 76 3
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
I•
2•
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — eight of clubs.

he reasons everything out very carefully. If his logic leads him to a play
that might appear sensational. that is
not why' he makes the play — he
dues so simply because he believe4
it's the winning play under the circumstances.
Today's hand features perfect
defense of the kind that many would
term spectacular. It was played many
years ago in a tournament in
Asheville. N.C. South got to three
notrump. and West(Margaret Wagar,
one of the top women players of all'
time) led her fourth-hest club.
Dummy's king won, and on it
East (llal McDonald) played the
jack! Declarer then led a low heart to
the ace, and on it Mrs %agar played
the king!
These extraordinary plays fixed
South's wagon beyond repair. Ile
could do no better than continue with
Many players think that II bridge beans, hut when East took his jack
expert makes one sensational hid or and returned the (be of clubs. South
play' after another and wirts most of went down two.
his points that way. Nothing could he
Note that if McDonald had failed
further from the truth.
to play thc club jack at trick OM, the
The fact is that the expert's repu- suit would base become hopelessly'.
tation stems primarily from one blocked. Note also that if Mrs. Wagar
source — he makes fewer mistakes had neglected to drop her king
of
than the next fellow. Seldom does he hearts on the ace, Fast would base
do anything really dramatic
been unable to gain the lead for the
rather, h4: just quietly goes about his killing club return.
business making precisely the right
Both plays were absolutely neceshid or play in hand after hand.
sary to defeat the contract. hut we,
The expert's judgment is not
would prefer to think of them simply
clouded by extraneous influences
as indicated rather than sensational.
Tomorrow: Two chances are better than .)ne.

39 Afternoon hrs
40 Valuable
holding
42 "The Raven'
autnor
44 Certain sib
45 Mild cheese
47 Rest
50 Where monkeys
swing
51 Wanted Gl
53 Mesh fabrics
55 Landers or
Sothern
56 Port near
Kilauea
57 Piccadilly statue
58 Brownie's org
59 From the top
60 Ripped apart

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1 Mr DaLuise
2 Klutz's cry
(hyph
3 Motion picture
4 Outback cubes
5 Dispute

6
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8
9
10
1
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es a well-defined pattern of hair
loss It starts Over both tempter,
and eventually the hairline reced,
s
into an "M- shape leading to thinning hair at the top of the bead.
This thinning ma) continue on to
partial Of C011ipICIC baldness.
In women, the pattern of hair
loss is more widespread Generally. the hairline does not recede.
but the hair becomes thinner all
over the head total baldness in
women with this condition is rare
Androgenetic alopecia has been
associated with se%eral other medical conditions. In men, these can
include prostate enlargement and/or
cancer, coronary-artery disease,
high blood pressure and diabetes.
For women, there is an increased
nsk of polycystic mary syndrome_
There are two drugs approved
by the Food and Drug Administration to treat this type of hair
loss. Minoxidil tRogaine) is available over the counter, with different formularies for men and
women The product may slow
or stop hair loss and stimulate
new hair growth: however, it can
take up to six months before
results are noticed, and balding
will return as soon as the product is 'topped. It is also fairly
expensive, primarily because it
must be used twice daily.
To the best of my knowledge:
prednisone, a corticosteroid, is not
an accepted treatment for this type
of hair loss because of the high
risk of side effects. I recommend
you return to the physician whyprescribed the medication and ask why you are taking it and request
that you begin tapering off the
dosage until you can stop safely.
Do not discontinue the medication on your own or abruptly
because it can lead to nasty side,
effects and consequences.

Contract Bridge

5

12

Murray I

Hair loss difficult
to treat

Crosswords

\
01...we
41
,

ing a young family member
to celebrate a triumph and to
teach something at the same
time. We have always wondered
what the proper etiquette is
regarding the use of the napkin. -- ANA IN FLORIDA
DEAR ANA:The "rules" are
simple. When you are seated
at the table, the napkin should
be unfolded and placed on
your lap. During the meal, it
should be used to blot your
lips if needed. If you must
leave the table, your napkin
should be placed to the left
of your place setting. When
the meal is finished, the napkin should be placed to your
left -- or, if the dinner or
dessert plate has been removed,
directly in front of you.

Murray Ledger & Times

53

54

19 Borodin prince
21 Plato's H
23 LP successors
24 Came warring
25 Fair-hiring
letters
26 Mi). officer
27 Target
29 Mr Craven
30 Wood ash
product
31 Movie-lot
locale
34 Chimpanzee
35 Marshal
Wyatt —
38 Ecol. police
41 More quickly
43 Astaire's birthplace
44 Underneath
45 Time beyond
measure
46 Lisbon lady
47 Kind of model
48 Bone-dry
49 James Bond's
school
50 Zig's opposite
52 Triumph
54 Former JFK
arrival
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MID-AMERICA
SUMMER HOOPS CLASSIC

Mid-America
hoops tourney
returns with
largest field
ever

e-mail: sportsemurrayledger.corn

LOCAL GOLF ROUNDUP

Burks captures West
Kentucky Amateur title

MURRAY NATIVE
SHOOTS ONE-UNDER
BACK NINE TO STAVE
OFF FIELD AT
CALLOWAY COUNTY,
MURRAY WILL BOTH MAYFIELD/GRAVES
my am mum
Mayfield Messenger
TAKE PART IN
Josh Burks turned it around at the turn
Burks shot a 1 -under 32 on the back
TOURNAMENT HELD
AT RSEC
sy

nine after struggling to a 3-over 37 on
the front end to hold off the rest of the
Championship Flight and win the 66th
annual West Kentucky Amateur golf tournament Sunday at Mayfield-Graves Country Club in Mayfield.
The Murray native finished with a Sunder 135 for his two days of play. shooting a 66 on Saturday and 69 on Sunday
to finish one stroke better than Patrick
Newcomb.
The two-time defending Junior Division
champion, Newcomb was in the clubhouse
•Sae BURKS, 10

KEVIN WEAKS

Mayfield Messenger

Murray native Josh Burks (hght) poses with Brad Latimer,
manager of the Mayfield-Graves Country Club, after his
championship flight victory at the West Kentucky Amateur
on Sunday
11111191111=11=

TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
If growth is the medium through
which success is measured, the MidAmerica Summer Hoops Classic is on
the nse
The annual high school basketball
tournament held at Murray State is back
for its eighth edition this week and features an expanded field that grew so
large co-coordinator Dan Hudson was
fdrced to turn teams away.
-Total team-wise, it's the most we've
ever had," said Hudson who, along with
accomplice Lindy Suiter, has secured
8'6 teams from five states for the threeday event which begins Tuesday at the
Regional Special Events Center.
"We had to say 'no' to a few teams
because there just wasn't space."
Hudson. former Murray High head
coach. and Suiter. a Murray businessman, have been quenching the area's
offseason thirst for prep hoops since
2002, when they hosted the first edition of the classic with the cooperation
of Murray State athletics officials.
Since then, the Mid-America hasn't
stopped growing.
The classic added a junior varsity
division in 2006 and in 2008, girls'
teams graced the tournament for only
the second time ever.
This year, the Mid-America will host
20 girls' squads, also a record mark.
"We wanted to expand in that direction and we've got some really good
girls' teams in our region," Hudson said.
"We wanted to give them an opportunity to play."
Other changes include a move from
the usual July date. The tournament's
numbers suffered last year due to a new
Tennessee rule that prohibited teams
from traveling during July.
Effective in 2010, Kentucky teams
will be forced to operate under the same
injunction, leaving Hudson and Suiter with
the easy decision to move the tournament earlier in the summer.
"(Murray State) coach (Billy) Kennedy
was great about allowing us to come
there in June." Hudson said. "We really appreciate the cooperation of him
and his staff for making that transition
MICHAEL DANN ! Ledger & Times
Team Land O'Lakes pro Keith Williams of Conway, Ark., holds up the
easy for us.nine-pound bass he caught Sunday
in
the finals of the FLW Tour event. Wiliams caught a final-round total
Murray and Calloway County join a
of 10 bass weighing 42 pounds
cluster of First Region squads, giving even to win $125,000 in the FLW Tour event presented by Pringles on Kentucky/Barkley lakes.
the tournament plenty of local flavor.
The Lakers will field varsity. JV and
freshmen teams while the Tigers are
sending varsity and JV squads. Murray's girls' team will also participate
while Calloway's will not attend due to
a high number of its athletes being out
of town.
Other First Region boys' squads helping to fill the RSEC this week include
defending champion Graves County, Marshall County, St. Mary, Paducah Tilghman, Lone Oak. Carlisle County. Reidland, Hickman County and Fulton County.
"We've got a strong representation
from Region I. so if people are wanting to see what next winter will be like
in the regional tournament, they'll have
a good preview this week," Hudson said.
Joining the locals will be a cast of
competitors from other parts of the Com- Staff Report
Team Land O'Lakes pro Keith Williams of Conway.
monwealth as well as Tennessee, IlliArk., caught a final-round total of 10 bass weighing 42
nois, Missouri and Arkansas.
It's a field that features Illinois heavy- pounds even to win $125,000 in the FLW Tour event preweights such as Belleville Althoff. Car- sented by Pringles on Kentucky/Barkley lakes.
Williams topped his closest rival. David Young of Maybondale and Massac County as well as
Missouri squads such as Charleston. Cedar field. Ky.. by 2 pounds. 6 ounces to earn the win and
Hill Northwest and Kirkwood and Ten- 2(X) points toward qualifying for the $2 million Forrest
nessee teams Union City, Henry Coun- Wood Cup presented by Castro! and BP, which will be
held July 30-Aug. 2 on the Three Rivers in Pittsburgh.
ty and Obion County Central.
Fans will also want to keep their Pa., where they could win as much as $I million - the
eyes peeled to several college prospects sport's biggest award.
"I've had so many ups and downs - mostly downs,"
scattered throughout the field, the biggest
of which is Carbondale's James Siakam. said Williams. who has won more than S439.000 in FLW
Outdoors events. "I've had Solite bad years.
"My first three years were really good. but after that I
•See MID AMERICA. 10
had a bad dry spell without any good finishes. I had conMICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
This Week
sidered not doing it any more. I had considered quitting Mayfield native David
Young caught a final-round total
and Land O'Lakes kept me in &Mid-America
of 10 bass weighing 39-10 to claim second place
Williams said his first fish of the day, a 9-pound, I Summer Hoops Classic
and $50,000.
ounce
largemouth, was the fish that sealed the victory.
When: Tuesday-Thursday
Whom Regional Special Events Center
"I knew nght then I had a chance to win if I could
"I made myself get off the trolling motor and slow
Who: Schools from true stales are participating,
just settle down and catch a decent limit." Williams said. way down, because I was shaking. I knew I was going
including local squads Calloway County and Mumay
"I'm not really sure what time I caught it. After I caught to mess up if I started fishing too fast."
For complete field and schedule check out
rnidarnencasummerhoopSclaSsiC corn
it, everything was just a blur.
Williams said he focused on a grassy area with shell
Admission, 55
•See FM,10

FLW TOUR

elivering a K
on Kentucky Lake
WILLIAMS WINS WALMART FLW TOUR
EVENT ON LOCAL LAKES

MLB ROUNDUP:
CLEVELAND 3,
ST. LOUIS 0

Firing
Blanks
LEE FLIRTS WITH
NO-HITTER AS
INDIANS BLANK
CARDS
CLEVELAND(AP) — Cliff
Lee didn't get too wound up
while he was working on his
no-hitter. So there was no reason to get upset when he lost
it.
"Whatever, man." Lee said.
"They didn't score any runs,
that's the ultimate goal."
Lee shook off Yadier Molina's double that led off the
eighth inning. finishing a threehit shutout to lead the Cleveland Indians to a 3-0 win over
the St. Louis Cardinals on Sunday.
"I knew I had a no-hitter,
but I wasn't real excited or
anything," Lee said. "I didn't
want to get caught up in &Lee (4-6) didn't blame ShinSoo Choo for failing to catch
the first hit — an opposite
field drive off the wall a few
feet behind the right fielder.
"I was hoping he would get
it," Lee said. "It was nice to
get that close to a no-hitter.
Maybe I'll get another chance
down the road.
"Right then, though. I had
to focus. I give up another hit
and all of a sudden the tying
run is at the plate."

Calhoun
signs with
St. Louis
11M1 Saab heanailea
Left harder Daniel Calhoun
agreed to ternts with the St Louis
Caniinals Mei die weekend after
being selected in the 29th round
of the First Year Major League
BasetYall Dr-aft Wednesday.
Caw= reported on Sunray
to the Batavia Mutitdogs of the
Short Season New York-Penn
League.
Calhoun (Evansville, Ind.)
closed out his career as one of
the most successful pitchers in
thoroughbred history.. He closed
out his career with an 18-11
record and a 3.46 ERA in 30
starts, with 17 complete games.
He struck out 172 and walked
only 39 in 210.2 innings.
The 2009 Ohio Valley Conference Pitcher of the Year became
the first All-American in 'Birds
history after posting an 11-3 mark
with a 2.32 ERA in 2009.
He fanned 85 and walked just
six in 97 innings. His 056 walksper-nine innings are the best in
college baseball this season.
Calhoun allowed more than
three earned rims in one of his
14 starts.
Calhoun was honored by
Louisville SluggerK'ollegiate Baselull as a Third-Team All-Amenca. Shortly thereafter, Calhoun
was named to the All-Ping!Basehall Second Team, as well as
third-team honors from Pin-Late
Athletic/NCBWA.
He was most recently named
a Second-Team All-South Region
selection by the ABCA.
Calhoun's professional career
gets underway June 19 when the
Muckdogs play hoist to the Auburn
Doubleday% at Dwyer Stadium.
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NBA ROUNDUP

-

Bryant leads Lakers to 15th NBA title
w TOM WHOM
AP Sports Wntst
ORLANDO. Fla (APt —
Kobe Bryant jumped and
punched the an. He did it again,
seven years of pent up frustration freed in a fit of joy.
This was the one he wanted more than all the others.
The one to top them all.
One year after failing miserably in the finals against Boston,
Bryant and the Los Angeles
Lakers found mdernpuon. They
finished a season they felt was
theirs with a 99-86 win over
the Orlando Magic on Sunday

night in Game 5 to win the
15th NBA title in franchise history.
For Bryant, this was the missing piety from his resume, his
fourth championship and first
without
former
teammate
Shaquille O'Neal.
"I don't have to hear that
aiticism, that idiotic criticism
anymore." said Bryant, the finals
MVP "It was annoying."
For Lakers coach Phil Jack
son, this was title No 10, moving him past legendary Celtics
coach Red Auerbach for the
most by a coach in league his-

tory.
"I'll smoke a cigar in honoi
of Red," Jackson said "He was
a great guy'
For Pau Gasol. For Derek
Fisher. For Lamar Odoin. For
Trevor Ariza and for Andrew
Bynum and the test of the Leiters, this was a title to savor.
"It's a dream come true,"
Gasol said. 'The completion of
a goal."
Odom scored 17 points, Ariza
had IS, Gasol 14 and 15
rebounds, and Fisher, whose two
big 33 in Game 4 saved L.A.,
had 13 points.

It took longer than Bryant
expected, but he has stepped from
O'Neal's enormous shadow —
at last.
Bryant averaged 32.4 points,
7.4 assists, 5.6 rebounds and
more than a dozen cold-blooded glares per game. He wasn't
out to make friends in these
finals, he was out for redemption. Throughout the playoffs,
he didn't smile. He just snarled
and bared his teeth.
"I was just completely locked
in," he said. "I was grumpy for
a while and now I'm just ecstatic, like a kid in a candy store."
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From Page 9
spots and rocky spots in a road bed that
he said runs through Kentucky Lake for
five or six miles.
Williams said he alternated between a
10 1/2-inch plum-colored Zoom Ole Monster worm. a 1/4-ounce Strike King football-head jig and a Zoom Brush Hog
Fished on 20-pound Berkley Tnlene 1009f
Fluorocarbon.
His Texas-rigged worm rig consisted
of a 5/I6-ounce Tru-Tungsten weight and
a 5/0 hook.
"Seventy percent of my fish came on
the initial fall after I'd make a long cast,"
Williams said. "They were really boat
shy."
Williams said his hot spot was in the
New Johnsonville area and was about 45
miles from Kenlake Marina and about 75
miles from the Kentucky Dam Manna.
"In the morning, especially on cloudy
days, they were way on top of the road
bed and I was keeping my boat deep and
making really long Casts to keep from
spooking them, and I was throwing shallow - maybe even eight feet," Williams
said. "Sometimes my boat was sitting 25
or even 30 feet deep.
"I knew there was acres and acres and
acres of grass there," Williams added.

'That's the only reason I fished this area. his fish Sunday on a spoon and a char1 knew that the grass was the deal and treuse and white Norman DD-22 deepI knew a lot of the guys wouldn't know diving crankbait.
about it, because the lake's been up this
"My first and second fish of the day
year and it hasn't grown up to the top." came on my first two casts," Young said.
Williams opened the tournament Thurs- "And they were big ones. It was unbeday in fifth place with five bass weigh- lievable."
ing 21-12. He slipped to seventh place
Rounding out the top 10 pros were
Friday with a five-bass catch weighing Team Chevy pro Larry Nixon of Bee
18 pounds, 14 ounces to advance into Branch, Ark. (10 bass, 33-11, $40.000).
the final round of 10 pros with a two- Mark Rose of Marion, Ark. (10 bass, 32day total of 10 bass weighing 40 pounds, 11, $30,000): Travis Fox of Springdale,
10 ounces.
Ark.(10 bass, 31-I, $20,000); Jason Christie
On Saturday, weights were cleared, and of Park Hill, Okla.(10 bass, 30-9, $19,000);
Williams caught five bass weighing 17-3 Team PT'S! pro Ron Shuffield of Bismarto advance to the final day of competi- ck, Ark. (eight bass, 30-4, $18,000); Team
tion in fourth place. Williams added anoth- Land 0'Lakes pro Ott Defoe of Knoxville,
er five bass weighing 24-3 to his final- Tenn. (10 bass, 28-9, $17,000); Bobby
round total Sunday.
McMullin of Pevely, Mo. (10 bass, 25Young caught a final-round total of 10 13, $16,000) and Kenneth Woods of Hazbass weighing 39-10 to claim second place ard, Ky. (eight bass, 21-2, $15,000).
and $50,000.
Overall there were 48 bass weighing
"1 had a seven (pounder) at the boat 162 pounds, 12 ounces caught in the PTO
that the hook broke off.- said Young, Division Sunday. The catch included nine
who has posted 27 FLW Outdoors top- five-bass limits.
lOs on Kentucky/Barkley Lakes "I had
Brandon Hunter of Benton, Ky., won
another seven (pounder) at the boat that the Co-angler Division and $25,000 Satcame off. I had a six get off. I had two urday in front of his hometown crowd
fives get off. I had six MOre fish on that with a five-bass limit weighing 19 pounds,
were huge that we never saw. I should 11 ounces followed by Fool Divis. Sr.
have weighed in 30 pounds today."
of Fayetteville, Ark., in second place with
Young said he caught the majority of five bass weighing 18-0 worth $10,000.

•Burks
From Page 9
with an outstanding 5-under 65
on the second day as Burks
was finishing his back nine
surge to the championship.
Burks closed like a champion with four birdies and no
bogeys on the back nine. That
was almost a complete contrast from the front nine, where
Burks bogeyed three holes and
had no birdies.
"On the front nine. I just
wasn't hitting it very good and
made some stupid mistakes,"
Burks said. "But, I just kept
my composure and tried to grind
through it. Then, I had backto-back birdies on 10 and 11
and another one on 13. I was
Just trying to make pars and
stay ahead of Patrick at that
point."
Among those mistakes on
the front nine was a missed
two-foot put on the par-4, 151yard No. 5.
Burks shot a four on the
hole, his second straight bogey
after a five on the par-4, 353yard fourth hole. Three pars
followed, giving him six, but
Burks closed the front nine
with a four on the par-3. 158yard ninth hole.
Making the turn at 3-over,
Butts quickly turned his fortunes.
Starting with No. 10, he
went on a nine hole birdie-par
ram that was just enough to
win the WKA title.
Burks birdied the first two

holes with a three on 10 (par
He was all around par on
4, 354 yards) and a two on the front nine with birdies on
11 (par-3, 176 yards), giving one, five and six, bogeys on
!aim birdies on those two holes three and seven and pars on
both days of the tournament.
the rest. He started strong with
Another birdie came on 13, a three on the par-4, 417-yard
where he carded a four on the first hole but then three-putted
563 yard bole, but perhaps the to finish with a four on the
most impressive hole for Burks short No. 3, a par-3, 66-yard
all weekend was 16, where he hole. A chip-in on five and
birdied the 367-yarder that another birdie on six were folalways seems to be his Achilles' lowed by a five on the par-4,
heel.
337-yard No. 7.
'The 16th is not really a good
Burks then paired the final
hole for me," Butts said. "It's two holes of the front nine to
just not laid out right for my finish at 1 -under 33.
game. But, I got a good drive
Burks was a model of conand birdied that one as well." sistency the rest of the way
Consecutive pars ended the with birdies on 10 and II, six
weekend for Burks, giving him straight pars and a birdie three
21 on his 36 holes compared on the 350-yard 18.
to 10 birdies and five bogeys.
-That (seven) was just a
The final holes also saw the hard hole all weekend," Burks
last group of the day have to said. "1 hit pars on eight and
battle some quickly shifting nine, and then I was just tryweather conditions. After play- ing to get into the clubhouse
ing through warm,slightly overwas on cruise :ontrol after
cast conditions most of the the birdies on 10 and II. Then,
round, the last two groups the birdie on 18, 1 thought that
through the course had to put was a nice bonus."
up with a light rain that soon
DIVOT& Butts, 23 of Murgave way to sunshine and high ray, literally grew up on the
humidity.
Oaks Country Club course.
-Today, we were lucky where he began playing when
enough to get through 16 holes he was 7-years-old. The WKA.
without any rain," Burks said. however, is usually the only
"Then, at that point, I was just time each year he plays Maytrying to keep it together and field-Graves. ... Burks and
not let anything get away. We Mitchell Grooms, the 2002
really, overall, had two days WKA champion, were the only
of perfect weather conditions." two players to shoot under par
Though not as dramatic, both days. Grooms shot a 67
Burks' round on Saturday was 69-137 to tie William Hunt
a tale of two nines as well.
for third place. ... Travis Thomp-
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raoneala Oarrom
Agawam (Bush 3-3) at Cleveland
(Pavan° 6-5) 005 p m.
,A Angels(Ladew 1-2) at San
Francisco (Zao 3-0), 915 p.m
Tuesdays Games
Milwaukee at Cleveland. 605 p.m
N.Y. Mete at Beetrnors, 6:05 p.m
Toronto at Philadelphia. 8.05 p.m.
Washington at N.Y Yankees, 605 pm
Adana at Cincanat. 6.10 p.m.
Florida at Boston, 610 p.m.
Chicago What Sox at Chicago Cubs,
705 p.m.
Houston at Texas, 7:06 p.m
Arizona at Kansa' City, 710 p.m
Pittsburgh at harineiota, 7:10 p.m
Detroit at St Louis. 7.15 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Colorado, rato p.m.
Seattle at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
Oakland at LA Dodgers, 9:10 p.m.
LA Angels at San Francisco. 915 p.m.

•Mid America
From Page 9

Pcay and Eastern Kentucki
among others.
Both senior small forwards.
Christian County's Shaquillq
Wilson and Hopkinsville's Date
nell Davis are the biggest in
state prospects on display is
the Mid-America.
•
Each boys' varsity squad
will play seven games, then
take part in a single-elimination tournament on ThursdaS7
The girls' format will be similar, with each school playing
six games plus the tournament.

Briggs & Stratton's

Murray Main Street Mile
Saturday, July 4th •8:45 a.m.
Registration before June 21, 2009
$12.00 for ages 8 and over — $8.00 for ages under 8
Registration after June 21,2009
$14.00 for ages 8 and over — $10.00 for ages under 8

COURSE
The one-mile race will start at 15th & Main Street, Murray, KY (in front of Sparks Hall,
MSU). The finish will be at 6th & Main Street. The run will precede Murray's Freedom
Fest 4th of July Parade.

Registration from 8:00 am-8:30 am at Sparks Hail.
To receive a t-shirt forms need to be received no later than June 21, 2009.

SPONSORED BY: BRIGGS AND STRATTON CORPORATION

************** ENTRY FORM **************
MAIL TO: Briggs & Stratton Corp.
Main Street Mile
110 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071

alifeAti
Ask about Orarcilm
TherciPY
light
SptnO
ChIirOPIVctiC

MAKE CHECKS
PAYABLE TO:
Briggs & Stratton Corp.

Name:
Address:

thCSOYUS(117
11°VidWaY
eaisci

City:

State:

Age:

FDA cleared for the non-surgical treatment of:
•posterior facet
'protruding discs
•sciatica
*degenerative disc disease

Sex:) ) Male

Zip.

( )Female

Phone Number:
Shirt Sizes: Youth 2/4 6/8

Chiroprock with SSpinal
inol Decompressicm, Rehabitilahon & Massage Therapy

CALLOWAY COUNTY C

HIROPRACTI

-kitinday's awn«
Maveukse (Bush 3-3) at Cleveland
(Pavan° 8-5). 8.06 p rn
L A Angela (Lackey 1-2) at San
Francesco (Zito 3-6). 9.15 p m
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee at Cleveland. 6.05 p m
N Mats at Satemore, 8.08 pm
Toronto at Philackiptils. 905 p m
Washington at NY. Yankees, 605 p.rn.
Rosa at Boston, 6,10 p.m
Chicago wrote sem at Chicago Cube
7,05 pm
1-43uston at Texas. 7 06 p m.
Arizona at Kansas City, 7.10 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Minnesota. 7:10 p.m.
Devoe at St Loos, 715 p.m
Tamps Say at Colorado. 740 p.m.
Segall at San Deco. 9:05 pm
Oakland at LA Dodgers. 910 p.m.
L.A Angels at Sr) Francisco, 9:15 p.m.

Though he'll be entering
just his junior season, the 6foot-7 small forward already has
offers on the table from Purson was the Junior Division due, Vanderbilt and Southern
Illinois and high interest from
champion with a 72-73-145,
schools such as Arizona, Illiwhile Micky Brockweil won
nois and Indiana.
the Senior Division with a 71Belleville Althoff rising sen70-141. ... Flight winners
ior Joe Harms also figures to
included (First) Chad Scott 76play at the Division I level,
67-143,(Second)Austin Craig
possibly in the Ohio Valley Con82-71-153, (Third) Kenny
ference. The 6-foot-8 power
Bramlutt 84-76-160, and
forward is garnering interest
(Fourth) Marcus Thorpe 92from Southern Illinois. Austin
82-174.
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Open
Monday-Friday
Saturdays by
Appointment
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Dr Scott Foster
Dr Blythe Peebles

(270)753-6100

NORTHPOWITE OFFICE PARK • 17100 HWY. 121 NORTH • MURRAY
www.callowaycountychiropractic.com

1

10/12

14/16

18/20

Adult. ( IS i 1M ( IL ( ) XL

RELEASE FORM: I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
MURRAY MAIN STREET MILE WITH FULL KNOWLEDGE THAT BEING PHYSICALLY FIT AND SUFFICIENTLY TRAINED IS NECESSARY TO PREVENT ANY INJURY TO
MYSELF.IN CONSIDERATION OF ACCEPTANCE OF THIS ENTRY,I WAIVE ANY AND
ALL CLAIMS FOR MYSELF, MY HEIRS, DEVISES,AND EXECUTORS,ADMINISTRATORS, AND ASSIGNS AGAINST THE CITY OF MURRAY,OFFICIALS OR SPONSORS
GIP THE 2999 FREEDOM FE,ST MURRAY MAIN STREET MILE FOR ANY AND ALL
CLAIMS OF LIABILITY.

SIGNATURE(PARENT OR GUARDIAN IF UNDER 18)

DATE

a
A

